Host on Demand

-Louisiana’s secure online death certificate database searchable by name and/or social security number

**UPDATE:** The State is in the process of phasing out their electronic vital records system known throughout the registry community as Host on Demand (HOD). The Office of Public Health’s Department of Vital Statistics has transitioned to an Electronic Event Record System or LEERS and **as a result no new deaths have been entered in HOD since April 2012.** Select information that was in HOD has been transferred to the new system.

If you have an existing account with HOD, information will be available for deaths entered prior to April 2012 however access will be locked after long periods of inactivity. In addition, DHH will no longer be re-setting passwords.

Select members of LTR have been given access to view death records in LEERS but we do not have the authority to extend direct access to hospital registrars.

LTR asks for your understanding as we move forward from these changes that are beyond our control.

-If you have an urgent need for death information, please email [Christina Lefante](mailto:Christina.Lefante@health.louisiana.gov), LTR Follow-Up Coordinator